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We use a matrix associated with the process of resolution of the singularity of a curve, in order 
to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the preservation of the multiplicities sequence by 
the natural deformation to a monomial curve with the same semigroup of values. 
Introduction 
In this paper we deal with matrices associated with the process of resolution of 
Ihe singularity of an irreducible algebroid curve by means of quadratic transforma- 
tions, which have been defined in [2]. These matrices are used to give an explicit con- 
;truction of the Arf  closure of the curve [4]. 
In Section 2 we study the conditions that a numerical semigroup of values includ- 
gi into Z + must hold to guarantee the existence of a monomial curve with a fixed 
;equence of multiplicities of its quadratic transforms, having that semigroup as its 
;emigroup of values. Furthermore, we characterize when a curve admits a deforma- 
ion into a monomial one having the same semigroup of values and sequence of 
nultiplicities. 
!. Hamburger-Noether matrix 
In this paper we mean by a curve a twisted irreducible algebroid curve over 
:, an algebraically closed field. Let X= Spec [] be a curve. We consider a 
tamburger-Noether (H-N) expansion associated with a parametrization system 
"1 =XI (t),  . . . ,XN- -XN(f  ) of X [1, §2.4]: 
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"Y=Ao lx  1 + ... +AohXhl + Zlxhl 
Zo=AI IZ l+ . . .  +AlhzZhJ  + z2  zhl 
Z i _  l =A i l  Zi + . . .  + Aihizhii + Zi+ l zhi i 
such that 
Z - l :  2~ Ar/Zr / 
l< i  
I+l F°21 Aij= • , Zi= " , 
and Zi-1 is obtained from Zi in the following way: 
Let zi = z~, zi-  1 = zi- 1 m. Zi-  l is obtained from Z i taking zi away and placing zi- 1 
between Zim and Zim+l if re<s,  and between Zim-I and Zim if s<m.  
The matrices Ail have a zero exactly in the entry where zi_ 1 is in Zi_ I. 
Let E(X)=(n, .h. . ,n,  nl, 2 : ,n l , . . . ,n r= l )  be the multiplicities sequence of X, 
i.e. the multiplicities of the sucessive quadratic transforms; if we denote by O(x(t)) 
the order of the series x(t), then O(xl(t))= n, O(zi(t))= hi, where zi(t) has the 
minimum order of the entries of the matrix Zi, and the h i's are the exponents ap- 
pearing in the expansion. 
We can associate in a one-to-one way with an H-N expansion a matrix M, and 
we will refer to it as an H-N matrix o f  the curve X [2]. This matrix M has N rows 
and an infinite number of columns, and the ith row is associated with xi (t). M con- 
sists of r+ 1 boxes Ci, where each Ci, O<_i<_r has h i columns and Cr has infinitdy 
many columns. The rows of C/are built from the matrix (Aij), by putting a new en- 
try (1 or 0) between the (s -  1)th, sth rows if zi comes from xs in the construction 
of the expansion, as follows: 
The first boxis C0= (C0ky), k=l , . . . ,N , j= l , . . . ,h ,  with c~1= 1, c01y=0, j>  1, and 
Ckoj=agj, k> 1. The box Ci=(ci~), k= 1, . . . ,N ,  j=  1, . . . ,h i ,  corresponds to Zi-I in 
the following way: 
Let Zi_l =Zi_lm and zi=zis; then 
(i) i f s<mwef ixc~=a~ ÷2,k<m;  m_ m_ . k C h -- 1, O, j>  1, c~Ta ~, k>m;  Ij . ij • " CiJ-- k_  k 
(if) if m<s we fix c~j=a~j +', k<m-1;  c~-1=1,  c~.- '=0,  j> l ;  c~-a~i, 
k>m-1 .  
Looking at the expansion we also see that the entry which is after the marked row 
in the next box is always zero. 
The matrix M is such that each box has a marked row which consists of 
(1, 0, ..., 0), with the form 
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M= I 
1 0 . . .0  
ho ~ 
0 
1 0 . . .0  
~-- h i  --~ 
. ° . . . . . o o . ° .  
0 
0 . . .  
*-- hr-I 
0 0 
10. . .  
,6-- OO 
Conversely, to each matrix with entries in k having N rows and infinitely many 
columns as above we can associate a curve by means of an H-N expansion to the 
matrix. 
Remark 1. The marked row in each box is neither an invariant of the curve X, nor 
of the parametrization, {xi(t)}, i= 1, .. . ,N, since the H-N expansions depend on 
the choice of the zi's in the matrices Z i . From now on, we consider a choice of the 
zi's such that the marked rows in the matrix have the following property: 
"In Co we mark the first row. We have that in Ck, k<n,  we have marked the row 
ik. If we can mark in C, the rows  i j l , . . .  , ijs , ij, e { io, ... , i n_  1 } = I, then we mark ijm 
where jm =max{j1, ... ,Js}. If the rows that we can mark in Cn are not in/ ,  then we 
choose one of them". 
Note that such a selection is always possible and is preserved under quadratic 
transformations. So, for each matrix M we get a sequence I(M) = (i0, ..., ir), where 
/j is the row index of the marked row in Cj. Although I(M) depends on the matrix, 
we show in Proposition 1 that if M '  is another matrix associated with X, I(M') is 
obtained from I (M) by a permutation of {1, ... ,N}.  
Consider SpecRN with RN=k[[X]], X=(X1, ...,XN), Xi indeterminates, dr' the 
maximal ideal of R N and n : BI~RN= Proj(Gn___0 ~gn)__, Spec RN its quadratic 
transformation. If 0 is the closed point of Spec RN, we will say that the closed 
points of n -  1(0), the exceptional divisor of n, are the infinitely near points (i.n.p.) 
of 0 in the first neighbourhood, tt-l(0) is canonically isomorphic to the projective 
space of dimension N-  1, lP0~- l = Proj(@n>__ ° dgn/cl{n+ 1), i.e. the i.n.p, of 0 are in 
a one-to-one correspondence with the directions passing through the origin in the 
affine space k N. Given a closed point 01 e n-1(0), by localization and completion 
of BI~RN at such point, we obtain R~)=RN. SpecP0)..N gives us an affine space 
A~) = Spec(Gr~,(R~))) where ¢gl is the maximal ideal, and the tangent space to 
the exceptional divisor IP~) --1 is canonically identified with an affine linear sub- 
variety (hyperplane) A~)- 1 of A N (1)" 
An immersion of a curve i :X -~SpecRN determines a sequence of i.n.p. 
0, 01,..., 0i,..., where 0 is the dosed point of RN and for all i_> 1, 0 i is a point in 
the neighbourhood of 0i_ i, obtained by the successive quadratic transforms of X. 
Given a parametric system xl =Xl(t), ...,XN=XN(t) of X, with xl a transversal 
parameter, a parametric system for the quadratic transform of X is x~, 
x2/x~- a2, ... ,XN/Xl--aN [1, §1.5.8], and 01 is the point corresponding to the direc- 
tion (1, a2, ..., aN) and also to the first column Aol of an H-N expansion of X. The 
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successive quadratic transforms of the curve determine 0i by means of directions 
given by the Au's of the H-N expansion. 
Remark 2. From the above considerations each column of the H-N matrix cms 
represents the i.n.p. 0 i where, i=h+hl+ ... +hm_l+S,  and (c 1 ,  ..., 1*% ...,C~)=N 
Cms is the direction of 0i in ~z - 1 (0 i- 1 ), im being the marked row in Cm and ~- 1 (Oi_ l) 
the exceptional divisor of the ith quadratic transform of the curve X. 
From now on we consider a double indexing 0 U for each i.n.p., where cij is the 
column associated with it, i is the index of the box and j the index of the column 
in that box. 
As in [2], we define the following linear subvarieties of/A~j) associated with each 
i.n.p. 0m¢. 
Definition 1. L~j ¢ is the subvariety of ANi~ defined by Lm~= {0mq}, and if s<m, 
or if s=m,  j<q,  L~ q= {PE/A~sj): . . . . .  N OsjP has the direction that in /A(sj+l) gives a 
point of L~ q 1 }" Let ds~mq-dimLs j -  • mq. 
The dimensions form an invariant of the sequence of i .n.p.'s of X and they can 
be calculated by means of marked rows (Remark 1) in any H-N matrix M of X as 
follows: 
Lemma 1. (i) mq_ d~ -1  for  j<q .  
(ii) ds~mq coincides with the number of  different marked rows in the boxes 
Cs+l , . . . ,C  m.  
(iii) mq_ mq d~, + where k 1 ds~ - k = i f  the marked row in Cs is not marked in 
Cs+ 1,..., Cm, and k = 0 otherwise. 
mq N-1 is the subvariety Proof .  (i) The vector emq (Remark 2) generates L _  1 . /A(mj) 
of/Arm jN )' where the points have a zero in the imth coordinate, and im is the marked 
mq N N-1  _ _ mq _ ?mq-  I rOW in Cm. Then Lmq_ l  /~k(mq_ l ) -Omq_ l -Lmq_ l .  SO Lmq_2- . - .mq_2  , L~mj = 
L mj+l and its dimension is one for j<q .  
(ii) Let us see that Lsh * is generated by cs~ 1, ..., %1, where is,, ..., is, are the dif- 
ferent marked rows in the boxes Cs+ 1,..., Cm, and Cs~,..., Cs, are the boxes mark- 
_ m2 m2 N- 1 ed for the first time after Cs. From (i) Lm~-Lml and Lml N/A(ml)={0ml }, we 
mq is generated by em~. Suppose that Lmq+lh,+~ is generated by get that Ls+lh,+ ~ 
cs2 l,---, Cs, l, corresponding to the different marked rows in Cs+ 2,..., Cm as above. 
Now we have two cases: 
(a) The marked row in Cs+ l, is+ l is different of the rows mentioned above. Then 
cs21,---, csrl have a zero in the (is+ 1)th coordinate, since otherwise, the vector having 
no zero would appear in a box having marked the (is+l)th row (Remark 1). Then 
mq N-  1 mq Ls+lh,+lC/A(s+lh,+O and Ls~lh,+ ~ is generated by es+l(h,+O_ 1, Cs21,...,Cs, l 
• r~ - l  • mq shs and its intersection with /A(s+l(h,÷O_ D Is L~s+~h,+. By induction we get that L ~ 
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is generated by csl, Cs21, ... ,es,1. 
(b) The marked row in Cs+ 1 is the (im)th row which is precisely the (is,)th one. 
Every cs~! has a zero in the (im)th place, except esk! (Remark 1). Then 
mq N-  1 ^ Ls+lh,+CA(s+lh,+O is generated by Cs+lh,÷,,Cs21,...,~sel,...,Cs,1, the symbol 
meaning that we erase the letter under it. Now Ls~, ¢ is generated by Csl, cs21, ..., 
Csk 1 , •. .  ) CSrl • 
The vectors Csl,--.,CSr! corresponding to the marked row mentioned in (ii) are 
linearly independent, since by Remark 1 esjl has a zero in the places is,,..., is~_, and 
an one in the place isj and so there exists a minor with order r, among the vectors, 
with determinant different from zero. 
(iii) The proof of this case results from the proof of (ii). 
Proposition 1. Let M and M" be H-N matrices of X. Then the sequence of  marked 
rows I(M') results from I(M) by a permutation of { 1, ... ,N}. 
Proof. Let I (M)= {i0, ..., ir}, I(M')= {J0,-.. ,Jr}" Let us show that ik= is if and on- 
ly ifA=A. Let n be such that for every k, m, with k<n, if im= ik thenjm =Jk. Sup- 
pose now s<m with is=in; then d~ =d~{ -11 =(n+ 1) -p  where p is the number 
of k's, k< n, such that there exists an m < k with im= ik (Lemma 1). As the dimen- 
sions do not depend on the matrix considered, and p is also the number of k's, k < n, 
such that there exists an m <k with Jm =Jk, computing d~ in I(M') we obtain 
A=A. 
Let I= {k0,..., kr} CI(M),  where/Co = i0 and ks is the minimum of the in's such 
that in ¢ {/Co, ..-, ks-l }- Analogously, let I '  = {m 0, ..., mr} CI(M') .  We define a per- 
mutation f of B={1,. . . ,N} as follows: f(ki)=mi, for i=O,...,r; f(s)=s for 
s~B-( IO I ' ) ;  f (mi)=kt for mi¢I, where J l , . -- ,A are such that j l=t, A=i  and 
mjq = kjq+,. It is clear that f transforms I(M) into I(M'). 
Remark 3. The maximum of the dimensions d/, d, is the minimum dimension of 
a d-plane in which the generic projection of X has the same multiplicity sequence 
as X [2]. Moreover by Proposition 1 we can associate with X, a projected curve X d 
with embedding dimension d, E(X)= E(Xd) and I(M)= l(Ma). In fact, if the dif- 
ferent marked rows have indices i~,..., ia, then we get an H-N matrix by consider- 
ing these rows of the matrix M, and its associated parametrization {Xi~,...,Xid} 
gives []d= k[[X1, ... ,Xa]]/(ker f )  with f(Xj  )= xij, and Xa= Spec []d . 
We close this section by constructing the Arf closure of the curve (mentioned in 
[4] and outlined in [2]). 
A curve X -Spec  [] is an Arf  curve if [] has as its semigroup of values the 
semigroup of ~'+ given by the natural valuation v of [] in its integral closure 
~-k[[t]], S ( [q) - -F*= { n, 2n, ...,hn, hn + n l, ...,hn + hl n I + -.. +nr+ N}, where 
E(X)-{n, .L, n, nl, .h.,., nl, ..., nr = 1} is the sequence of multiplicities of D. 
The Arf  closure of a curve X= Spec [] is X* = Spec []* where [] * is the minimal 
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ring such that [] C Fq*CE3 and X* is an Arf curve, or equivalently, []* is the max- 
imal ring with [] C []*CE3 such that E(X)=E(X*)  and its embedding dimension 
is n, the multiplicity of [:]. 
An Apery basis of the semigroup of values F of a curve X is a set B= 
{/~0,--.,Bn-l} such that flo=n, Pi=min{~,eF,  yi - i (n)},  i= 1, . . . ,n -  1. 
Lemma 2. Let M be the H-N  matrix o f  X,  il, ..., id the indices o f  the different 
marked rows o f  I (M)  and Cj~, ..., Cjd the boxes where the above rows have been 
marked for  the first time. Then flk = hn + hi nl + "" + njk, k = 1,..., d, belongs to 
the Apery basis B* o f  the semigroup F* o f  values o f  the Ar f  closure o f  X. 
Proof. The Arf  closure X*, of X, has embedding dimension n. We have 
n < card(generators system of the semigroup F*) [1, §5.1.7]. B* is the Apery basis 
and card(B*) = n, i.e. B* is the minimal system of generators of F*, which is unique 
[1, §5.1.7]. 
Let a0,..., as e B* such that t~i< ilk; and let Md be the H-N  matrix correspon- 
ding to the marked rows of M (Remark 3). We build an H-N  matrix adding to M d 
for each t/i a row with a one in the column Cik, if t r i=hn+hln l+ ... +kin i and 
zeros in the rest. M '  gives us a parametrization {xi~, "',Xid, Y0, "",Ys} of a curve 
X'  with E(X)=E(X ' ) ,  since X, X '  have the d first rows in common. Suppose 
flk¢iB *, i.e. flk belongs to the semigroup generated by ao, . . . ,a  r. As flk=hn+ 
h I n 1 + "'" +n jk  , the marked row in the box Cj~ is i k with k<d;  and it corresponds 
in the parametrization to xik = ~j>_l aj t rj. Since r I e F* there exists P1 (Yo, ... ,Ys) 
k[[y0,...,ys]] such that r l<O(x i , -P l (Yo , . . . ,Ys ) )eF* .  Repeating the process we 
get P(Yo, ... ,Ys) ~ k[[y0, ... ,Ys]] with ilk< O(xik -P(Yo,  ... ,Ys)) and the parametriza- 
tion of X '  given by {Xi,,...,Xik--P(yo,...,ys),...,Xid, YO ...,ys} is such that the 
ik , which is a contradiction H-N  matrix associated to it has not a 1 in the entry clA 
with E(X)=E(X ' ) .  Then flk does not belong to the semigroup generated by 
no,..., as and then fiE ~ B*. 
We get the Arf  closure X* as the curve associated with the H-N  matrix M* ob- 
tained from Mas  follows: Its d first rows are the marked rows in I(M); and we add 
for each ai~B*-{,go, . . . , f la},  with ,8 i as in Lemma 2, and a i=hn+hln i+ ...+ 
k i n i , a row with a 1, in the column Cik, and zeros the rest. Then 
Proposition 2. X*  is the Ar f  closure o f  X. 
Proof. M and M* have the marked rows in M in common, so E(X)  =E(X*). 
The semigroup of values of the curve X*, S(X*) contains B* -{ ] t  0, ...,lid} by 
construction. Suppose that ]/k is the minimum value that does not belong tO S(X*); 
we add to the matrix M* (s+ 1) rows similarly as in Lemma 2, associated to 
{no, . . . ,as}CS(X*)  and ai<flk. Then we get a contradiction with Lemma 2 and 
hence S(X*) = F*. 
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Let X*=Spec C]*. Let us show now that [] C O*. If x~ [] as S([~)CF*, there 
exists Z le [ ] *  with o(x)<o(x-z l )=al .  So aleF*, since on the opposite 
a l=hn+hl  n I + ... +kini+m with m<m i if ki:/:hi, and m<mi+l if k i=h i, and 
the H-N matrix associated to the parametrization of []*, {Xi,,...,Xid,Yd+l,..., 
YN, X--Z1} has a marked row in Ci+l different from the marked row in Ci+ l in M*. 
Repeating the process we obtain, zi~ [3* for i_> 1 such that there is a koeS([2*) 
for each k > k0, /Co < o(x -  k ~'~i=1 Zi)ES([-]*)' and as []* is complete, x~ rT*. 
By construction, the embedding dimension of X* is n, the multiplicity of X; and 
finally X* is the Arf closure of X. 
Example 1. Let X=SpecF  be a monomial curve, i.e. [] ~-k[[t a', ...,tar]]. By the 
above construction, the Arf closure X* is a monomial curve. In fact, X* is the 
monomial curve associated with F* and, in this case, the curve associated with the 
marked rows, Xd, depends only on the multiplicities equence of X. 
2. The relation 
Each numerical semigroup FCZ+ corresponds to a semigroup of values of a 
curve, cofinite in 7/+ [1, §5.1.7]. A finite sequence of integers E corresponds to a 
multiplicities equence of a curve if E satisfies the relations given in [1, §5.3.2]. 
Definition 2. We say that the numerical semigroup FC Z+ is compatible with a 
multiplicities sequence E of a curve if there exists a monomial curve X, with 
S(X) = F having E as its multiplicities equence. 
Let E={n,.h..,n, nl,.h..,nl,...,nr=l}, F*={n, 2n,...,hn, hn+nl,. . . ,hn+ 
hi nl+ "" +nr+ N}, Xr,  =Spec t-Jr. the monomial curve associated to F*, and 
(Xr,)d the curve associated to the marked rows (Remark 3). 
Theorem 1. Given the numerical semigroup F and E as above, F and E are compati- 
ble if and only if S((Xr.)d) cFcF* .  
Proof. Let X be the monomial curve with S(X) = F, then E(X) = E. Its Arf closure 
X* = Spec [] * is a monomial curve with semigroup S(X*) = F* (Example 1) and then 
Xr.=X*. As •c  r-l*, FCF*, and by the construction of the Arf closure, 
Xa=(X*)d. 
Conversely, let Xr= Spec [ ] r  and X*= Spec Dr ,  be the monomial curves cor- 
responding to the semigroup F and F*, respectively. Then Xr, is the Arf closure of 
(Xr.)a and since (Or.)dC []rC []r., Xr  has the same multiplicities equence as 
Xr,, i.e. E. 
Remark 4. The elements of the semigroup S((Xr,)d) corresponding to a curve with 
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multiplicities sequence {hn, ..., n, n 1, ..., nl, ..., nr= 1}, are precisely, n, hn+ nl, 
hn+h In l+. . .+hs,_ lns i_ l+ns, ,  where ns~ is such that for all nj, with 
nj>hj+inj+l+ "" +hsr2nsi-2+ns,-1, then nj>hj+lny+l+ ... +hs,_lns~_l+nsi" 
As the curve is monomial, this can be deduced from the fact that if we mark a new 
row in a box, the marked rows having zeros from the first entry to the last column 
of the preceding box have zero in the first column of the present box. This fact 
shows the above relations in the multiplicities equence. 
Let X 0 = Spec []0 be a curve; by a deformation of Xo over A = k[[U]], U indeter- 
minate over k, we mean an irreducible algebroid variety over k, Z = Spec [], such 
that Xo ~ Z x specA Spec k, i.e. [] ®A k-~ []0- Then [] --A [[X]]/I with I prime ideal 
of A[[X]], X = (Xl, . . . ,XN), indeterminates over A, and such that I /U[] ~-I 0 with 
[]o= k[[X]]/Io and INA =(0), and hence []/U[] -~ 77o. 
Let s: Spec A --* Z be a section defined by the prime ideal ~= (X1 - ml, . . . ,  X N-  
raN)[], micA ,  Fq~ the localization of [] in ~, ([]~,)" its ~[]~-adic com- 
pletion and k(~)  the algebraic closure of k (~)  (residual field of []~,). Let 
(7~)"  ~)k(~ k(~)  be the [] ~-Cohen algebra, which gives us a curve Xs= 
Spec([]~)" ®k¢~) k(~),  maybe reducible [3, §19.8]. We will say that X s is the 
generic curve o f  Z through the section s, and that X0 is the specific curve of  Z. 
A curve X admits a deformation into a curve X0 if there exists a deformation Z 
as above with Xo the specific curve of Z having a section s such that the generic 
curve of Z through s is X s, and Xs and X are isomorphic as curves over k(~).  
Theorem 2. A curve X admits a deformation into a monomial curve X o with the 
same semigroup of  values and the same multiplicities sequence as X i f  and only if 
E(X)  and S(X) are compatible. 
Proof. Let S(X), E(X) be compatible• The desired deformation is the one given by 
Teissier in [5, § 1.10] for the analytic ase. It deforms a curve into a monomial curve 
with the same semigroup of values. 
The deformation is given by the parametrization in k[[t, U]]: 
~Zo=t n 
Zl = t #~ + ~, cl] U j -~  t j 
(I) ze=tl3"+ ~" c°UJ -#' tY  
J>#s 
Zs+l=ta2+ ~ b~duJ-aat j 
j>a2 
Zs+k-l=ta*+ ~, bkjUY-akt j, 
. j>ak 
U=U 
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where n, B1,---,fig are the generators of S(X) and {xl =f ,  xi=taJ+ ~,j>a, biJtJ} ' 
2~_i<<_k, is a parametrization of X and the section is defined by 
(Zo, and 
Following the proof of Teissier the specific curve X 0 is monomial and it has the 
same semigroup as X, therefore the same multiplicities equence. The generic curve 
Xs has the parametrization over k((U))[[t]] given by (I) and hence it is isomorphic 
to X by means of the change t=Ut', Zi=Z[.U-Bi, l<_i<_g, Zi=Z[.U -ai, 
2~i<k. [] 
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